HVAC equipment manufacturers don’t cover electrical surge damage under warranty. Protect your HVAC system with Surgency’s advanced filtering technology. We keep more surges away from your HVAC systems than any other brand.

With SURGENCY™ HVAC Surge Protective Devices you will...

- Provide your customers with peace of mind
- Create upsell opportunities for your contractors
- Have confidence in selling the industry’s best performing Surge Protective Device
SURGENCY™ SE-050-1S1X-C

• Advanced Filtering removes more surges than any other brand!
• 5 Year Limited Warranty
• 50 kA per mode surge current rating
• 200 kA short circuit current rating
• ANSI/UL 1449 (4th Edition) Listed
• NEMA 4X indoor/outdoor enclosure

SURGENCY™ RE

RE-050-1R1X-C

• Advanced Filtering removes more surges than any other brand!
• 5 Year Limited Warranty
• 50 kA per mode surge current rating
• 200 kA short circuit current rating
• ANSI/UL 1449 (4th Edition) Listed
• NEMA 4X indoor/outdoor enclosure

RE-050-1R1X-D2

All RE-050-1R1X-C features plus
• Automatic Condenser Disconnect
  Standard SPDs leave equipment unprotected after taking a large power surge. After this unit takes a damaging surge it disconnects the condensing unit, and prevents restart until a Service Technician replaces the unit.
• Automatic Low Voltage Shut-Off
  Shuts off condensing unit when voltage is too low; restarts when safe operating voltage is restored.

SURGENCY™ TSPRO-24

• 10 Year Limited Warranty
• 6 kA peak surge current, per wire, 24 kA total
• Protects communication between outdoor condensing unit and indoor air handler
• Protects communication lines running to thermostat
• Spring clamp quick connect terminals prevent wire loosening by equipment vibration